Full flight simulators are widely being used for training of pilots as they provide a costeffective alternative over aircraft. However, a compromise must always be found between the amount of motion cueing that needs to be presented to the pilot for effective training and the available workspace of the simulator. In literature, contradictory reports are found on the effect of motion cues on pilot performance in the simulator. In this paper, the results are presented of an experiment in which the influence of the quality of motion systems was investigated. A model of the MPI Stewart platform was simulated on the SIMONA Research Simulator and the motion system characteristics of both simulators were varied systematically to determine their effects on pilot control behaviour. The time delay and noise characteristics of the simulators did not have an effect in this experimental task. However, it was found that the bandwidth of the motion system had a significant effect on performance and control behaviour. Results indicate that the motion cues were barely used at all in conditions with a low bandwidth, and that participants relied on the visual cues to generate lead needed in their control task.
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I. Introduction
Full flight simulators are widely being used throughout the airline industry, as they provide a costeffective and safe alternative for training pilots compared to the real aircraft. Regulatory bodies have defined manoeuvres and scenario-oriented requirements for training programs that can be absolved in a simulator, 1 giving full flight simulators official approval for training. The main advantage of the use of simulators is that flight-critical manoeuvres can be trained that would not have been possible in real flight without risking the safety of people on board.
However, given that the availability of less costly flight training devices without motion systems has increased, the case for platform motion on simulators has been under investigation.
2 Several experiments have investigated the effect of hexapod-platform motion cues on initial and recurrent training and evaluation of pilots on full flight simulators. 3, 4, 5, 6 Quasi-transfer of training experiments were performed in which training without simulator motion, with simulator motion, and with a dynamic seat was compared to training in a full flight simulator. In these experiments no operationally relevant differences were found in performance of pilots or behaviour in terms of control activity, which seems to indicate that there is no benefit of simulator motion cues in training of standard aircraft operations such as engine failures with continued take-offs and engine-out landing manoeuvres.
Nevertheless, other experiments on the influence of simulator motion present evidence for a positive influence of simulator motion on performance in target following and disturbance rejection during closedloop control tasks. 7, 8, 9, 10 These experiments focused on the role of simulator motion as a complementary cue to visual cues and have shown that providing the participants in the simulator with motion cues causes significant changes in pilot control behaviour.
The ongoing debate concerning simulator motion shows that there is a need for further investigations into the influence of simulator motion on pilot control behaviour. Given previous experimental results, questions arise as to what role motion system characteristics such as platform dynamics and noise characteristics play in closed-loop control tasks. Therefore, the goal was formulated of investigating the influence of motion system characteristics on human control behaviour.
To this end, two different simulators were used, and the differences between them were analysed. A model was made of the MPI Stewart platform, a typical low-cost electrical motion platform, which was then simulated on the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) at Delft University of Technology, a large hydraulic simulator with precise properties.
11 By simulating the MPI Stewart platform on the SRS, its characteristics could be manipulated independently. The most important characteristics of the MPI Stewart platform were included in the model: the default 1 Hz platform filter, the platform time delay, and the platform noise characteristics. By independently varying the settings of the model in a closed-loop pitch control task, the influence of the motion system characteristics on pilot control behaviour can be investigated. In previous versions of the experimental task the influence of the pitch and heave cues was determined, 8 and the influence of washout filters for the heave cues was investigated.
12 With higher fidelity motion cues an increase in performance was found that was accompanied by a significant change in the identified pilot control behaviour.
In this paper the influence of motion system characteristics such as platform dynamics and noise characteristics on pilot control behaviour is investigated. First, the characteristics of the MPI Stewart platform are compared with those of the SRS, and the model of the MPI Stewart platform is summarised. After that, the setup of the experiment on the SRS will be described. The objective measurements on pilot performance, control activity, and control behaviour are presented next. Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions will be drawn.
II. Research simulators
Current flight simulator motion systems almost invariably have a hexapod configuration, in which the motion system consists of six linear actuators that can be extended independently allowing the platform to move in six degrees of freedom. Initially, flight simulators were equipped with hydraulic actuators, but in recent years most manufacturers have started using electrical actuators as a cost-effective alternative. 
A. Comparison of simulator characteristics
In this research, the influence of the motion system characteristics of two research simulators on pilot control behaviour is evaluated. The MPI Stewart platform, shown in Fig. 1a , is located at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen, Germany. In Fig. 1b , the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) is shown, which is located at Delft University of Technology in Delft, The Netherlands. The main characteristics of both simulators are summarised in Table 1 . The actuators of the MPI Stewart platform are electrical and have a shorter stroke than the hydraulic actuators of the SRS. Therefore, the linear workspace of the MPI Stewart platform is significantly smaller than the workspace of the SRS. The workspace in the rotational degrees of freedom is comparable for both simulators, as this does not depend much on the actuator stroke, but rather on the layout of the simulator gimbals.
Furthermore, the maximum extension velocity and acceleration capabilities of the actuators of the MPI Stewart platform are more restricted compared to those of the SRS, which decreases its dynamic range. Also, by default the manufacturer of the MPI Stewart platform has implemented low-pass platform filters with a break frequency of 1 Hz, which reduce the dynamic range of the MPI Stewart platform considerably.
B. Model of the MPI Stewart platform
To assess the influence of motion system characteristics on human control behaviour, a model of the MPI Stewart platform was created for simulation on the SRS such that its various motion system characteristics could be manipulated independently to reflect either simulator. It was hypothesised that changes in motion system characteristics could mask the motion cues in an active control task such that participants would have more difficulty in generating lead information. The model of the MPI Stewart platform was validated with describing function measurements. 11 It was found that the dynamics of the MPI Stewart platform could be described with: 
where f b indicates the platform filter break frequency, which has a default value of 1 Hz set by the manufacturer of the platform. The time delay τ represents the delay between sending a motion command and measuring a response of the platform, and was found to be equal to 35 ms in describing function measurements in the pitch and heave degrees of freedom on the MPI Stewart platform. The characteristics of the actuator noise of the MPI Stewart platform measured for heave translational motion could be described with the following shaping filter:
which is applied to a white noise sequence. The standard deviation of the generated noise signal is 4.230·10
deg/s 2 . In describing function measurements in pitch and heave on the SRS it was found that the SRS had a time delay of 25 ms. The dynamic capabilities of the simulator were sufficient to simulate the model of the MPI Stewart platform. Furthermore, the model has been validated with describing function measurements on the SRS in the heave and pitch degrees of freedom that will be used in the experiment presented in this paper.
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III. Experiment
The effects of motion system characteristics on pilot control behaviour will be investigated in an experiment on the SRS in a pitch tracking task. This task has been performed in previous experiments, and the current control task, experimental procedures, and apparatus are similar to the previous work. 8, 12 In this section, the experimental design and hypotheses of the current research are discussed.
A. Aircraft pitch control task
During the experiment, an aircraft pitch control task was performed as depicted in Fig. 2 . During a pitch manoeuvre with pitch attitude θ, also vertical motion is present at the pilot station due to rotations around the centre of gravity and changes in altitude. The accelerations associated with these types of vertical motion are denoted with a zθ = lθ and a z,cg , respectively. However, in this experiment only vertical motion due to rotations around the centre of gravity, or pitch-heave, were considered, as the influence on pilot control behaviour of the centre of gravity heave was previously found to be negligible. 8 The dynamics of the pitch control task were based on a simplified model of the pitch attitude dynamics of a Cessna Citation I Ce500, linearised at an altitude of 10,000 ft and an airspeed of 160 kt. For this aircraft, the distance l of the pilot station to the centre of gravity is 3.2 m. The transfer function of the pitch attitude dynamics is given as:
The scheme of the control task is summarised in Fig. 3 . In the task, a pilot controlled the pitch angle θ of the controlled element by minimising the tracking error e, which represents the deviation from a desired path. The control input gain K δe,u , which defines the scaling of stick deflections to model elevator inputs, was set to -0.2865 for optimal control authority. In addition to visual information about e, continuous feedback on physical pitch rotation and pitch-heave vertical motion was available. This resulted in a pilot response that consisted of a visual response H pe , a pitch motion response H pθ , a pitch-heave response H paz , and a remnant n to account for non-linear behaviour. The control task consisted of following a target forcing function f t while at the same time compensating for a disturbance forcing function f d that acted on the control signal u. The forcing function signals were quasi-random signals consisting of a sum of ten sine waves. The same target and disturbance signals were used in previous research. 8, 12 The disturbance forcing function had a variance of 1.6 deg 2 , and the variance of the target forcing function was scaled to 0.4 deg 2 . Thus, the control task is primarily a disturbance-rejection task. The forcing function signals were constructed according to the following equation:
in which the subscripts d and t denote the disturbance and target forcing function, respectively. The amplitude, frequency, and phase of the k th sine wave are indicated by A(k), ω(k), and φ(k), and N is equal to the total number of sine waves in the signals. The properties of the individual sine waves in the forcing functions is given in Table 2 .
B. Independent variables
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the influence of motion system characteristics on pilot control behaviour. To this end, the model of the MPI Stewart platform summarised in Eqs. 1 and 2 was simulated on the SRS, such that the motion system characteristics could be manipulated independently. 11 The independent variables in this experiment were the parameters of the model: the dynamics of the platform filter, the time delay of the motion system, and the platform noise characteristics. It was assumed that the noise characteristics of the MPI Stewart platform could be simulated with a filtered white noise signal.
The experiment had a full factorial design in which all dependent variables either had a value associated with the SRS or the MPI Stewart platform. This resulted in a total of eight conditions that are listed in Table 3 . The experimental conditions ranged from motion system characteristics representing the SRS (condition 1) to representing the MPI Stewart platform (condition 8). 
C. Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on the SIMONA Research Simulator at Delft University of Technology, see Fig. 1b . During the experiment the participants were seated in the right pilot seat. The compensatory display given in Fig. 4 was presented as a primary flight display located in front of the participant to depict the tracking error e. The latency of the display was determined in previous experiments and was approximately 25 ms.
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Participants used an electrical control-loaded sidestick to give inputs into the controlled aircraft dynamics, see Eq. (3). The sidestick did not have a break-out force, and had a maximum pitch axis deflection of ±14 deg. The roll axis of the stick was kept at zero position. The stiffness of the sidestick was set to 1.1 N/deg for stick deflections under 9 deg and to 2.6 N/deg for larger deflections.
Physical motion was provided to the participants in the pitch and heave degrees of freedom of the simulator. No motion filters were used as the control task could be performed one-to-one within the motion space of the SRS. Participants wore noise-cancelling headphones throughout the experiment to mask the noise from the actuators of the SRS.
D. Participants and experimental procedures
In total, nine participants performed the experiment. All were males, and aged between 24 and 49 years. All had experience with similar closed-loop control tasks in previous experiments. Two participants had additional experience as aircraft pilots; one of them was an experienced single-and multi-engine aircraft pilot. Before the experiment, the participants were briefed on the objective of the experiment. They were instructed to minimise the tracking error e that was presented on the visual display within their capabilities. After each experimental run, participants were informed about their score to motivate them to perform at maximum performance.
The order of the experimental runs was based on a Latin square design. Typically, two or three repetitions of all conditions were performed in-between breaks. The participants were trained on the control task until a stable performance level was reached. The experiment was ended after 5 repetitions were recorded at this level. Each experimental run lasted 90 s, of which the last 81.92 s were used as measurement data. The initial 8.08 s were discarded to allow participants to get used to the system dynamics and experimental task. Data were logged at 100 Hz.
E. Pilot model
For the identification of pilot control behaviour in this experiment, a similar approach was taken as in previous research. 12 As given in Fig. 3 , the pilot response consists of a visual response to tracking error H pe , a response to simulator pitch motion H pθ , and a response to simulator heave motion H paz .
The model of the visual response H pe is based on the work by McRuer et al.
14 It was previously shown to be suitable for the identification of the pilot's visual response for the controlled element dynamics in this experiment.
12, 15 The equation for H pe is given as:
in which K v and τ v are defined as the pilot visual gain and pilot visual perception time delay, respectively. The equalisation characteristics of the pilot are represented by the lead constant t lead and lag constant t lag . The model for the neuromuscular dynamics is based on a second order mass-spring-damper system:
in which ζ nm is the neuromuscular damping and ω nm the neuromuscular frequency.
In the experiment, simulator motion is presented to the pilot in two degrees of freedom. Therefore, the pilot response to simulator motion is treated separately in Fig. 3 for heave and pitch. It is assumed that the vestibular motion is used by the participants to generate lead as it is often stated to be superior to a visual lead due to a lower perceptual latency. 16 For the control task in this experiment it was found that the contribution of the pitch and heave motion responses could be combined into a single response as the lead information is present in both channels.
12 Thus, the motion response of the pilot was modelled as a pure differentiator and a time delay:
in which K m represents the pilot motion gain, and τ m is the motion perception time delay.
F. Dependent measures
During the experiment, the pitch attitude θ, tracking error e, and the control signal u were measured for each experiment run. The variances of e and u were considered as measures for pilot performance and control activity, respectively. Furthermore, the measured time domain signals were used to determine the parameters of the multimodal pilot discussed in the previous section. 17, 18 The parameters of the pilot model were used to quantify changes in control behaviour due to the motion system characteristics. The crossover frequencies and phase margins of the pilot-aircraft system open-loop responses were used as frequency domain measures for pilot performance and stability.
G. Hypotheses
Based on previous experiments with the same control task, 8, 12 it was hypothesised that the MPI Stewart platform filter would yield lower performance compared to the SRS motion system dynamics because the motion cues contained less information to generate lead concerning the aircraft state. Similarly, the crossover frequencies of the pilot-aircraft open-loop responses were expected to be lower as these are indicative of lower performance, and the phase margins were expected to be higher, which is indicative of higher stability of the control loop.
The platform time delay could have a similar effect on the ability of participants to generate lead from the motion cues. If the time delay in the motion system is higher, the motion cues are less coherent with the control task. However, the difference in time delay between the SRS and the MPI Stewart platform was small, and therefore the effect on pilot control behaviour could be negligible.
Finally, the platform noise characteristics could mask the motion cues such that participants have more difficulty in generating lead, but it was hypothesised that this effect is small because the amplitude of the platform noise of the MPI Stewart platform is at a sub-millimetre level, and therefore small in relation to the motion cues associated with the control task.
IV. Results
In this section, the results are presented of the pitch control task on the SRS performed by nine participants. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to analyse possible significant trends in the data. First, results of the pilot tracking performance and control activity are presented. After that, results of the multimodal pilot model identification are given. The error bars in the results represent the 95% confidence intervals of the means over nine participants, and have been corrected by adjusting the participant means for between-participant effects.
A. Pilot performance and control activity
In Fig. 5 , the variance of the measured experimental signals is given, averaged over all participants. The error signal e is a measure for the tracking performance, the control signal u for the control activity, and pitch signal θ provides insight into the control task. The signal variances have been decomposed into components due to the target forcing function f t (light grey bars, denoted with t), the disturbance forcing function f d (dark grey bars, denoted with d), and the remnant n (white bars, denoted with r). 19 The ANOVA results for the variance decomposition of the experimental signals are given in Table 4 . As can be seen is Fig. 5a , pilot tracking performance was better when the MPI Stewart platform filter was not present, i.e., when using the SRS motion system dynamics. When the 1 Hz platform filter of the MPI Stewart platform was present, performance decreased, which was a highly significant effect as is clear from Table 4 . The variance decomposition revealed that the effect was mainly due to a reduction in the contribution of the disturbance forcing function when the platform filter was not present, i.e., with higher bandwidth dynamics of the motion system. This means that participants were more capable of rejecting the disturbance in these experimental conditions. There was no effect of the different time delays in the motion system or the presence of platform noise.
The variance of the control activity is depicted in Fig. 5b . The control activity was slightly higher in conditions with the SRS motion system dynamics compared to conditions with the MPI Stewart platform filter. This effect was highly significant, see Table 4 . It was mainly caused by a higher fraction of the remnant variance. This indicates that the pilot control behaviour contained more non-linear components. The variance components of the target and disturbance forcing functions were hardly affected by the experimental conditions and clearly show that the disturbance rejection was dominant over target following in the closed loop control task. This is due to the higher power of the disturbance forcing function (1.6 deg 2 ) with respect to the target forcing function(0.4 deg 2 ). Furthermore, a significant interaction was found between the platform dynamics and the platform noise. This is because the control activity was marginally lower when platform noise was present compared to the absence of platform noise in conditions without the MPI Stewart platform filter, whereas in conditions with the platform filter the control activity was marginally higher when platform noise was present. This effect was not considered important, as the differences in control activity were generally very small.
For the variance of the pitch signal, given in Fig. 5c , no significant effects were found. However, the variance component of the disturbance forcing function was slightly smaller, and the component of the target forcing function slightly larger, for the experimental conditions without the MPI Stewart platform filter, i.e., with the SRS motion system dynamics. This was due to the better performance in tracking the target and rejecting the disturbance.
B. Pilot control behaviour
To quantify changes in control behaviour between the experimental conditions, the multimodal pilot model presented in Section III was fit to the measurement data with a time-domain MLE identification technique.
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The accuracy of the fit of the pilot model was evaluated by calculating the Variance-Accounted-For (VAF), which indicates the percentage of the variance in the measured control signal u that can be explained by the pilot model. 17 The results are given in Fig. 6 , where is it shown that the pilot model can account for approximately 89% of the variance in the measurements in all experimental conditions. Therefore, the pilot model provides an accurate fit.
Pilot-aircraft system open-loop response
The closed-loop control task performed in this experiment was a combination of following a target and rejecting a disturbance. This configuration yielded a closed-loop system in which the performance depended on attenuating the errors introduced by both these forcing functions. Therefore, two open-loop responses needed to be considered for this task. 8, 12, 19 The crossover frequencies and phase margins of the disturbance and target open-loop responses are given in Fig. 7 . The statistical analysis associated with these results is presented in Table 5 . From the statistical analysis it is clear that the MPI Stewart platform filter had a significant effect on the crossover frequencies and phase margins of the disturbance open-loop response and the target open-loop response. When the platform filter was used the crossover frequencies were significantly lower and the phase margins were significantly higher compared to the experimental conditions in which the platform filter was not used. This indicates that the performance in experimental conditions with the platform filter was lower, whereas stability of the open-loop response was much higher.
Generally, the disturbance crossover frequency was higher than the target crossover frequency, and the disturbance phase margin was lower than the target phase margin. This is due to the emphasis on disturbance 
Pilot model parameters
The estimated pilot model parameters are given in Fig. 8 . The ANOVA results for all parameters are summarised in Table 6 . It is clear from the statistical analysis that the platform filter had a highly significant effect on all parameters except the neuromuscular damping, where the effect was significant.
In conditions with the MPI Stewart platform filter, the visual gain K v was significantly lower than in conditions without the filter, see Fig. 8a . This indicates that the participants responded less strongly to the visual cues. A lower visual gain increases the errors due to the target and disturbance forcing function which resembles the effects found in the pilot performance.
The visual lead constant t lead and visual lag constant t lag were both significantly higher in experimental conditions with the MPI Stewart platform filter as is clear from Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c . This indicates that participants used the visual cues to generate lead information concerning the aircraft state, i.e., information on pitch rate. Typically, motion cues are used as lead, as they provide a faster way of retrieving this information. 8, 20 The need to generate lead from visual cues in experimental conditions with the MPI Stewart platform filter indicates that the motion cues were not informative enough in these conditions. The results for the visual time delay τ v are shown in Fig. 8d . The visual time delay was significantly higher for experimental conditions without the MPI Stewart platform filter. In these conditions, the presence of informative motion cues diminished the need for fast processing of visual cues. On the contrary, in experimental conditions where the MPI Stewart platform filter was present the visual cues were needed to generate lead information. This is supported by the increased visual lead and lag time constants.
The motion gain and motion time delay were both affected by the MPI Stewart platform filter. In experimental conditions where the filter was present, the motion gain and the motion time delay were significantly reduced and attained values close to zero. This indicates that the motion cues were barely used at all and were not informative enough to be used to generate lead information concerning the aircraft state. On the contrary, values for the motion gain and time delay in experimental conditions without the MPI Stewart platform filter indicate that the motion cues provided the lead information needed to increase tracking performance.
The parameters for the neuromuscular system were both significantly affected by the MPI Stewart platform filter. The neuromuscular damping ζ nm was slightly lower in experimental conditions with the filter. This indicates that the pilot response was less damped. Also the neuromuscular frequency was lower in conditions with the filter, which is indicative of a lower bandwidth of the neuromuscular actuation of the participants.
Contrary to the MPI Stewart platform filter, the time delay and platform noise did not have a significant effect on the identified pilot model parameters. Only a significant interaction between the filter and the time delay was found for the visual time delay τ v , which was not deemed important due to the low effect size.
V. Discussion
In this research, an experiment was performed with nine participants to investigate the influence of motion system characteristics on pilot control behaviour in a pitch attitude control task with simultaneous target and disturbance inputs. The most important motion system characteristics of the MPI Stewart platform were simulated on the SIMONA Research Simulator: the default 1 Hz platform filter, the platform time delay, and the platform noise characteristics. The influence of these motion system characteristics on pilot control behaviour could be determined by independently varying the settings of the model to represent the SRS or the MPI Stewart platform.
The main effect found in the experiment concerned the 1 Hz platform filter of the MPI Stewart platform. The platform filter limited the bandwidth of the motion system response drastically as compared to the baseline response of the SRS. In experimental conditions with the platform filter, pilot performance was significantly decreased. Also the control activity was slightly lower for these conditions. The main cause for the decrease in performance was the greater difficulty of participants to attenuate the disturbance forcing function, as shown by the variance decomposition of the experimental error signal.
The decrease in performance in conditions with the platform filter was also reflected in the open-loop crossover frequencies for the target and disturbance open-loop responses of the pilot-aircraft system, which were significantly lower. The significant increase in phase margins for both open-loop responses indicated an increased stability of the control loop.
The changes in the open-loop frequency response of the pilot-aircraft system were evidence of changes in the pilot control strategy. This was reflected by significant changes in the identified pilot model parameters. In experimental conditions with the platform filter, the pilot visual gain and pilot motion gain were significantly decreased, indicating a smaller reduction of target and disturbance errors, which is supported by the decrease in performance. The pilot motion gain attained values close to zero, such that the motion cues were barely used at all by the participants. Therefore, they had to rely on the visual cues in conditions with the platform filter for information regarding lead concerning the aircraft state. This was indicated in significant increases in the visual lead and lag constants. A decrease in the visual time delay showed that the visual cues were processed faster compared to experimental conditions without the platform filter. In those conditions the pilot used the motion cues to generate lead information.
The platform time delay did not have a significant effect on the measured performance and control activity, or the pilot control behaviour. The difference in time delay between the SRS and the MPI Stewart platform was only 10 ms and, given that the time delays in the pilot response functions were at least a factor 10 larger, the influence of this time delay on pilot control behaviour was minimal. However, in current specifications for full flight simulators a maximum transport delay of 100 ms is allowed for the simulator motion cues.
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Therefore, a larger range of motion system time delays should be tested in future experiments.
Also the platform noise characteristics did not have an influence in this experiment. For this control task, the platform noise characteristics did not provide additional information for generation of lead concerning the aircraft state, but were also not strong enough to mask the motion cues. In experiments concerning, e.g., measurements on pilot motion thresholds, the platform noise characteristics could play an important role in detecting simulator motion.
The results from this experiment show that the bandwidth of the simulator motion system plays an im-portant role in the way participants integrate motion cues in their response to a target-following disturbancerejection control task. In this research the bandwidths of two simulators, the SIMONA Research Simulator and the MPI Stewart platform, were used. In case of the SRS bandwidth, participants were able to generate lead information from the simulator motion cues, whereas for the MPI Stewart platform this was not the case. Therefore, future experiments should cover additional bandwidth settings for the motion system to investigate minimal requirements for the usefulness of motion cues.
VI. Conclusion
An experiment was performed in which the influence of the motion system characteristics of two research simulators on pilot control behaviour was evaluated. A model of the MPI Stewart platform was simulated on the SIMONA Research Simulator and a pitch attitude control task with disturbance rejection was performed. Through identification of the parameters of a pilot model it was found that the motion system bandwidth had a significant effect on pilot performance and control strategy to such a degree that simulator motion was almost not used at all in the low-bandwidth conditions. Instead, participants relied on the visual cues to perform the control task and generate lead concerning the aircraft state. The crossover frequencies and phase margins of the pilot-aircraft open-loop response functions showed decreased performance and increased stability due to the lower bandwidth motion cues. Contrary to the motion system bandwidth, the time delay and noise characteristics of the simulators did not have a significant effect on the identified pilot control behaviour due to their small influence on the experimental task. The results in this paper show that simulator motion cues must be considered carefully in piloted control tasks in simulators and that measured results depend on simulator characteristics.
